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Upper Tanana Place Name Map

Delta Junction
Goodpaster Village
Jitz Cheeg
Mendez Cheeg
Healy Lake Village
Ch'inchel
Kelt'aaddh Menn
Dot Lake
Tanana River
Tth'retu'
Mansfield
Dihthaad
Taats'altey
Tok
Teedlay
Tetlin
Nahk'adn
East Tetlin
K'ehththig
Northway Village
Vanacross
Tahlaad
Mentasia
K'ekhunstuk
Chicken
Saages Cheeg
Tehlung Nindeex Ndiig
Joseph Creek and Joseph Village
Mosquito Fork Fortymile River
Canoe Bottom
Healy River
Ts'eyh Keel'agh Ndiig
Middle Fork Fortymile
Ts'eyh Keel'agh Ndiig
Ttheet'oodley
Eagle Village
Ddheet' Chdheetuuy
Moose Creek Bluff
Sah Cheeg
Saleka Village
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Ellen Demit Abbreviated Kinship Chart

- Old Paul = Julia
- Old Blind Jimmy = Selene
- Frank Felix = Ellen = Herbert Demit

- Infant Mary Agnes Alfred Ina Daisy Talbert Infant

- Male
- Female
- Shaded = Living
- Clear = Deceased
- # = Divorced
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Abbreviated Kinship Chart
of Healy Lake Chiefs’ Descendants

Old Chief Healy

Geti Theeg = ?

Woish = Old Chief Healy

Maggie = John Healy = Jeanie Sam

? = Stella = Lee Saylor

Male          Female

Shaded = Living
Clear = Deceased
≠ = Divorced

Jo Ann ≠ Clifford Polston

Patrick ≠ Paula

Karen = Benjamin

Jeanie Corey

Swan